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Collaborate with colleagues using 1:1 or group calls.* 
You can share files, screenshare, send messages, and more within your 1:1 or group chat.  

How to initiate a 1:1 call and group call?

Click the people icon at the bottom 
of your conversation list.1

Select the contact.2

Click the Call icon in the conversation 
window to begin the call.3

Click the Hang Up icon to end the call.4
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*Group calls are only available for teams 
using Wire for Enterprise or Wire for Government.
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Click the people icon at the bottom 
of your conversation list.1

Click Create group.2

Enter the group name, select options, 
then click Next.3

Select participants and click Done.4
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Groups are great for organizing specific tasks, projects, events, and more. 
Create groups to chat, share files, and collaborate more effectively depending on 
your goals and projects.

How to Create groups?
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Guest rooms is a feature that is only available for team group conversations. 
A conversation admin can generate a Guest Room link that allows other users 
(regardless if they have a Wire account or not) to join that conversation by opening 
the link.

How to open guest rooms and invite guests?

Click the people icon at the bottom 
of your conversation list.1

Select create guest room.2

Click on the information icon on 
the top right corner of the screen or 
click invite people

3

In the new window, click create link.4

Share this link with others to invite 
guests to the guest room.
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Click the conversation name of where 
you'd like to share a image or file.1

2 Drag and drop the image or file 
from the external window into 
the conversation. 
Or copy and paste the image or 
file into the input field to send the 
image with a preview.

You can also select the image or file 
you'd like to share and click OPEN.3
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Wire helps you easily share files and images to work more effectively, all through 
using end-2-end encryption.

How to share and find a file in Wire?
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Wire helps you easily share files and images to work more effectively, all through using end-2-end 
encryption.

How to use shortcuts in Wire?

_some text_ some text

some text`some text`

snippetcode`code snippet`

some text*some text*

some text**some text**

some text_**some text**_

[Wire](www.wire.com) Wire "embed link"

Link to a conversation[Conversation](wire://conversation/conversation-id)

Link to a contact’s profile[Name](wire://user/user-id)

Markdown Displays

On all platforms:
In order to display italic, bold, or parts of code, it is possible to use the following 
syntax to format some text inside any conversation on Wire:

= Heading; long press to reveal other header sizes

= Bold

= Italics

= Numbered list

= List

= Code

# H1, ## H2, ### H3 syntax to create headers of various sizes

Start a line with a number followed by a period and at least one space to create a numbered list
(eg: “1. Buy milk”)

Start a line with either “-“, “+”, or “.”, followed by at least one space, to create a bullet list
(eg: “- Buy milk”)

Convert text to a link by using the syntax “[link title] (link url)”. Eg, “[tap me!] (www.wire.com)”.
It will display “tap me!” as a link, which will direct you to the Wire homepage.
*Note, for security reasons, this will only work if the link title is not a url, and the link url is valid.

Additionally on iOS:
Inside a conversation, tap Aa to activate markdown, then tap one of the following: 
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On Windows:

Press the Windows Key + . (period) on your keyboard at the same time to open the emoji 
keyboard or right-click on the taskbar and click on "Touch Keyboard" and a new keyboard icon 
on your taskbar will appear. 
Click on it to access the keyboard and click on the smiley-face icon.

Type ":name of emoji" to create an emoji; i.e. :smile.

1. Go to Settings Settings.png.
2. Click Options.
3. Enable Replace type emoticons with emojis. 
4. :-) will turn into

It may also happen that you have to update your operating system to get the latest 
emojis as those are based on the Unicode Standard used by the operating system.
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1 On MacOS:

Press Ctrl + cmd + space on your keyboard at the same time to open the emoji keyboard or 
go to the menu bar and click Edit > Emojis & Symbols.

Type ": name of emoji" to create an emoji; i.e.: smile. 

How to use insert emojis?
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